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Mexico Real Estate Weekly (Feb 22 – Feb 28) 
 
 

02/25 FUNO 4Q21: The best quarter since the pandemic began… 

Revenues of P$5.8bn (9% above forecast) recovered 8% QoQ and 12% YoY (+14% 

vs 4Q19) on higher than expected rental revenue. Implied rents of P$519/sqm (7% up 

QoQ and 12% YoY) consider significantly lower COVID-19 relief (P$82m vs P$263m 

in 3Q21 and P$265m in 4Q20), and a reversal of COVID-19 reserve of P$21m. NOI 

of P$4.6bn (8% above estimate) further increased by 12% YoY (and 6% vs 3Q21) on 

a margin of 79.1% (flat YoY). In 4Q21, lower administrative expenses (-14% YoY), 

were partially offset by higher maintenance (+29% YoY), property taxes (+10% YoY) 

and insurance (+23% YoY). Reflecting higher capitalized interests (P$458m vs P$231 

in 4Q20), financial expenses declined by 11% YoY. As a result, FFO rose 39% YoY 

to P$2.5bn (+14% QoQ) and was 22% above estimate. 

FUNO announced a P$0.68/CBFI distribution for 4Q21. The quarterly payment 

translates into an FFO payout ratio of 98% and comes entirely from taxable earnings 

(i.e., there was no capital return during the quarter), represents YoY and QoQ growth 

of 120% and 85%, respectively. Despite the highest stock liquidity in the sector, 

FUNO trades at one of the most heavily discounted valuations at a P/NAV of 0.5x and 

at what we estimate to be a 40% discount to a SOTP to current market valuations of 

its listed comps for its industrial and commercial businesses. We maintain our Buy 

rating on FUNO. 

02/25 Terra 4Q21: Surfing the wave of industrial strength… 

Revenues rose 4% YoY to P$1,029m (+4% above forecast), mainly impacted by 

higher rents in USD (2% YoY) and weaker MXN vs 4Q20 (+1%). NOI margin 

decreased 62bps YoY to 93.6%, on higher maintenance (+126% YoY) and insurance 

(+23% YoY) expenses. NOI and EBITDA decreased 5% and 7% YoY and were both 

slightly above our estimates (by 4% and 2%, respectively). Reflecting a 6% YoY drop 

in financial expense, FFO of P$618m declined by only 7% YoY and was 4% above 

expectation.  

 Occupancy expanded sequentially, rents increased across all regions. Terra 

declared DPCBFI fell by 25% YoY (+7% QoQ) to P$0.455 (5% above 

estimate), reflecting a payout ratio of 70% and resulting in a dividend yield of 7.2%. 

DPCBFI for the year of US$0.0959/CBFI were above the high range of 2021 adjusted 

guidance of US$0.083-US$0.084/CBFI and slightly below the low range of initial 2021 

guidance of US$0.1020-US$0.1030.  

We recently upgraded to Buy in our recent sector note (Mexico Real Estate: 

Distribution Defensiveness, Take 3). 

02/25 Planigrupo 4Q21: Marching towards recovery… 

Reflecting higher revenues and an expansion of 155bps in NOI margin to 79%, NOI 

of P$311m increased +11% YoY (also 2% above expectations). The margin 
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expansion was explained by a significant decline of 59% YoY in provisions for 

doubtful accounts and 7% lower operating costs as Plani continues exercising its 

cost-savings plan. EBITDA of P$222m increased by +6% YoY as a decline in 

operating expenses and other income (-3% and -30% YoY, respectively) were offset 

by negative non-operating expenses P$74m vs. P$18m in 4Q20. Foot traffic in Plani 

properties grew to 27m in 4Q21, rebounding 12% QoQ and 14% YoY. However, 

traffic was still 20% below 4Q19 levels. Plani’s traffic recovery was positively 

impacted by a rebound in movie theaters sales, as the release of new films attracted 

more visitors.  

Low stock liquidity, concerns globally around brick-and-mortar retail, and valuations 

(2022E 0.9x P/NAV, 10.6% implied NOI cap rate, and 8.1% FFO yield) that seem fair 

in the context of some heavily-discounted peers, lead us to stick to our Neutral rating. 

02/24 FSHOP 4Q21: Operating rebound continues  

NOI of P$300m (+6% YoY) and EBITDA of P$289m (+5% YoY) came 5% and 6% 

above our estimates on higher than expected margins of 78% and 75%, respectively, 

(vs 76% and 72% in 4Q19). Operating expenses decreased 5% YoY and were only 

partially offset by higher advisory fees (+17%) and insurance (+18%). Management 

believes that a large part of savings implemented in response to the pandemic will be 

permanent. FFO of P$147m fell 1% YoY and was negatively impacted by higher net 

interest expenses, which rose 15% YoY. Implied interest cost was 6.2% vs. 6.5% in 

4Q20, but interesting-bearing debt was higher in 4Q21.  

In 4Q21, traffic continued progressing and closed the year at its highest levels of 

2021, surpassing those of 2019. In December, foot and vehicular traffic vs. the 

average monthly figure in 2019 were 122% and 113%, respectively. However, 

reflecting seasonal weakness, January foot traffic was down to 85% (vs. 2019 

average), still up vs January 2020 levels. DPCBFI of P$0.11 down 33% YoY, implying 

6.8% dividend yield. We maintain our Neutral rating. 

02/24 Fibra MTY 4Q21: Putting its cash to work... 

EBITDA margin contracted by 192bps YoY to 81.0%, reflecting an increase of 16% in 

administrative expenses and 4Q21 acquisition/divestment costs. Still, NOI and 

EBITDA margins are in line with the company's long-term targets. EBITDA rose 4% 

YoY to P$284m, directly in line with forecast. FFO declined by 3% YoY to P$240m on 

significantly lower interest income (as cash was deployed) and lower provisions for 

doubtful accounts (vs. 4Q20), only partially offset by reduced interest expense (which 

declined by 6% YoY). AFFO only fell by 2% (and was 2% above estimate) mainly due 

to a decrease of 24% YoY in same-properties capex. 

FMTY announced a DPCBFI of P$0.25, above our estimate of P$0.23. FMTY's 

distributions imply a 100% payout ratio and an 8% annualized dividend yield. For the 

year, FMTY paid DPCBFI of P$0.90, which is above the upper end of pro-forma 2021 

DPCBFI guidance of P$0.88 (considering official guidance of P$0.81-0.83 and 

additional distributions of P$0.05 from acquisitions in 2021). Trading at 1.0x P/NAV 

and a dividend yield of 8%, we find FMTY’s valuation attractive; we maintain our Buy 

on FMTY. 
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02/28 Planigrupo acquires majority stake in two malls of its portfolio  

Planigrupo concluded the acquisition of a company that owns a portfolio of assets 

made up of two malls in Michoacán and Coahuila (Plaza Bella Frontera and 

Macroplaza Estadio Morelia). Planigrupo held a minority stake of 5% in the 

properties, but now, the company will consolidate the two assets. The properties total 

GLA of 26,613 sqm and generate annual NOI of P$37.5m. Planigrupo funded the 

purchase with equity and debt. As a reminder, Planigrupo still holds a minority stake 

in the mall “Tijuana” (40%), through the CKD.  

 
02/24 Mars Petcare invests US$100m in expanding its plant in Querétaro 

Mars Petcare announced an investment of US$100m in the next three years to 

expand its production plant in El Marqués, Querétaro. According to Francisco 

Fernández, general director for Mars Petcare Mexico, the plant will double its 

operating capacity with +70k tons of annual production.  

Once the project is finished, the facility will have GLA of 7,000 sqm, and is expected 

to be completed by 3Q23. Mars Petcare aims to obtain the building's LEED 

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification. 

The company said that the pet food category is expected to grow double digits this 

year, and that Mexico is one of its ten main markets where the company is planning 

to expand in the coming years.  

02/23 JLL expects office sector to recover by 2H23  

According to Arturo Bañuelos, JLL's Projects and Developments Executive Director, 

the office sector recovery could take place in 2H23. Real Estate platform Solili 

reported that at the end of 4Q21, gross demand in the office sector increased by an 

average of 26% YoY nationwide. However, in Mexico City, gross demand was just 

330k sqm in 2021, flat YoY. 

According to JLL, two forces have impacted the office sector: the contraction in 

demand and the number of new spaces that continue growing inventory, although the 

construction of projects slowed down due to the health crisis. The return to face-to-

face activities is expected to benefit the office sector, although, according to Mr. 

Bañuelos, the challenge now lies in making offices attractive again, something that 

coworking spaces have been able to do. 
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Mexico Real Estate Weekly February 22 – February 28 
 

Table 3: Week of Weekly February 22 – February 28, 2022 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BTG Pactual Research. Notes: 1 Includes dividends. Note: All yields reflect current asset base (i.e. no M&A is assumed in the calculation of our valuation yields); 
EBITDA Cap Rates (not NOI Cap Rates) 

 

 

Chart 1: YTD Performance: Total Return (%) 

 
Source: Company data, Bloomberg, BTG Pactual Research 
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Required Disclosures 
 

This report has been prepared by Banco BTG Pactual S.A. 

The figures contained in performance charts refer to the past; past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. 

 

BTG Pactual 
Rating 

Definition Coverage *1 IB Services *2 

Buy Expected total return 10% above the company’s sector 
average. 

68% 52% 

Neutral Expected total return between +10% and -10% the 
company’s sector average. 

31% 31% 

Sell Expected total return 10% below the company’s sector 
average. 

1% 0% 

 

1: Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the 12-month rating category. 

2: Percentage of companies within the 12-month rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided within the past 12 months. 

Absolute return requirements 

Besides the abovementioned relative return requirements, the listed absolute return requirements must be followed: 

a) a Buy rated stock must have an expected total return above 15% 

b) a Neutral rated stock can not have an expected total return below -5% 

c) a stock with expected total return above 50% must be rated Buy 

 

Analyst Certification 

 

Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this investment research report, in whole or in part, certifies that:  

(i) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers, and such recommendations were elaborated independently, including in relation to Banco 
BTG Pactual S.A. and/or its affiliates, as the case may be; 

(ii) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to any specific recommendations or views contained herein or linked to the price of any of the securities 
discussed herein. 

Research analysts contributing to this report who are employed by a non-US Broker dealer are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA and therefore are not subject to the 
restrictions contained in the FINRA rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances, and trading securities held by a research analyst account. 

Part of the analyst compensation comes from the profits of Banco BTG Pactual S.A. as a whole and/or its affiliates and, consequently, revenues arisen from transactions held by Banco BTG Pactual 
S.A. and/or its affiliates. 

Where applicable, the analyst responsible for this report and certified pursuant to Brazilian regulations will be identified in bold on the first page of this report and will be the first name on the 
signature list. 

 

Statement of Risk 

 

Fibra Danhos [MXDANHOS] - Risks include, but are not limited to: office exposure at a time of material and rising oversupply; a cyclical downturn impcating retail exposure and structural 
oversupply; a high fee structure; among others. 

Fibra Macquarie S.A. de C.V. [MXFIBMQ] - 1) Mexican economic cycles and demand for real estate; 2) Supply of new competing real estate; 3) Regulations, especially at the municipal level; 4) 
Security concerns as most of the portfolio is concentrated in northern cities; 5) U.S. economic performance and value of the U.S. dollar 

Fibra Monterrey [FMTY] - Risks include, but are not limited to: Low stock liquidity, among the least CDMX-metro area exposed, exposed to the office space, maintaining its agility (particuarly when it 
comes to smaller properties) as it grows. 

Fibra Prologis [FIBRAPL] - Risks include, but are not limited to: 1. its greater exposure to the domestic economy and therefore more MXN cashflows and recent slowing of the domestic economy. 2. 
issuing equity at dilutive valuations to buy fully priced assets. 3. Any change in the balance of the relationship with Prologis (parent). 4. Higher interest rates, weaker GDP, a weaker MXN. 

Fibra Shop (Trust F/00854) [MXFSHOP] - 1) Mexican economic cycles and demand for real estate; 2) Supply of new shopping malls; 3) Regulations, especially at the municipal level; 4) Geographic 
concentration as both the Bajío region as well as Cancun & Cabo San Lucas represent sizeable portions of Fibra Shop's portfolio; 5) Potential value leakage from various management and advisory 
fees Fibra Shop pays its controllers; and 6) Potential value leakage from asset transfers from controllers. 

Fibra Uno Administracion, S.A. de C.V. [MXFUNO] - Risks: Office segment - A significant part of FUNO's pipeline comes from the office segment which is set to continue to see supply/demand 
dynamics worsen. Other risks include diltive M&A from thier pre-announced pipeline (higher CBFI payment vs. expectations given lower CBFI price), an increase in interest rates, less fees from 
Helios and a downturn in retail activity in Mexico (60% of NOI comes from retail portoflios). 

Corporación Inmobiliaria Vesta, S.A.B. de C.V. [MXVESTA] - Investment risks include but are not limited to: (i) too lean of a management structure as Vesta plans on growing considerably in the 
coming years, (ii) financial instability from Bombardier, one of Vesta’s key clients, (iii)  lack of yield, (iv) macroeconomic instability as Vesta’s clients are exposed to cyclical businesses and any 
potential risk from NAFTA negotiations. 

Terrafina [MXTERRA] - Risks include but are not limited to: (i) increases in TIs and leasing commissions, (ii) a potential cut to the dividend payout to preserve capital and lower leverage, (iii) rising 
interest rates as it is a yield play, (iv) investor defections to other industrial Fibras. 

Planigrupo Latam [PLANI] - Risks include (i) the spillover from the global de-rating in cap rates for B and C assets, (ii) faster than expected e-commerce penetration in Mexico, (iii) dilutive 
expansions abroad, (iv) low stock liquidity, (v) high leverage levels. 

 

 

Valuation Methodology 

 

Fibra Danhos [MXDANHOS] - Our P$38.0/CBFI valuation is based on a DDM analysis, discounted at a CoE of 11.5% and assumes a terminal LTV of 10% by 2023, consistent with its existing 
balance sheet. 

Fibra Macquarie S.A. de C.V. [MXFIBMQ] - Our target price is based on a DDM that employs a COE of 7.7% (in USD) and assumes a terminal LTV of 35% by 2023. 

Fibra Monterrey [FMTY] - We set our 12-month price target on FMTY on the basis of a four-stage DDM model that discounts dividends at a 8.5% USD cost of equity. The P$14.6/CBFI target that it 
produces implies 2022E implied NOI cap are of 7.6%, FFO and dividend yields of 7.3% and 6.3%, and a P/NAV of 1.2x. 

Fibra Prologis [FIBRAPL] - Our DDM-driven price target of P$49.5/CBFI is discounted at a CoE in USD of 7.2%. 

Fibra Shop (Trust F/00854) [MXFSHOP] - Our target price is based on a A Dividend Discount Model (DDM) based on 20-year dividend projections for the base portfolio (the current asset base) 
which yields a TP of P$9.9/CBFI discounted at a cost of equity in MXN of 12.5%. The TP includes P$0.6/CBFI for equity investments in La Perla. 

Fibra Uno Administracion, S.A. de C.V. [MXFUNO] - Our TP of P$26.6/CBFI is based on a DDM of FUNO’s existing portfolio (P$25.5) and the NPV of FUNO’s 63.6% stake in Helios (P$1.1/CBFI). 
Our Ke is 11.0%. 
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Corporación Inmobiliaria Vesta, S.A.B. de C.V. [MXVESTA] - Our TP for Vesta is based on the sum of the DDM (present value of dividends paid through 2027) and the PV of an Exit Cap rate 
analysis assuming Vesta is able to sell their fully deployed portfolio in 2027. We use a COE of 7.4% (in USD) and an exit NOI cap rate in 2027 of 8.0%. 

Terrafina [MXTERRA] - Our DDM-driven price target of P$32.3/CBFI id discounted on a CoE of 7.7% assuming a terminal LTV of 35% by 2024E. 

Planigrupo Latam [PLANI] - Our price target is derived via a DDM and exit cap rate blend. We use a COE of 10.8% and an exit NOI cap rate in 2025 of 8.5%. 

 

 

Company Disclosures 

 

Company Name Reuters 12-mo rating Price Price date 

Danhos 1, 2, 4, 6, 18, 19, 20 Danhos Buy MXN24.42 1-3-2022 

Fibra MQ 1, 6, 10, 18, 19, 22 FIBMQ Buy MXN23.88 1-3-2022 

Fibra MTY 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 FMTY Buy MXN12.28 1-3-2022 

Fibra Prologis 1, 2, 4, 6, 18, 19, 20 FIBRAPL Buy MXN49.31 1-3-2022 

Fibra Shop 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 FSHOP Neutral MXN6.33 1-3-2022 

Fibra Uno 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 N.A. Buy MXN22.85 1-3-2022 

Planigrupo 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 PLANI Neutral MXN16.90 1-3-2022 

Terrafina 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 Terra Buy MXN25.99 1-3-2022 

Vesta 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 N.A. Buy MXN37.18 1-3-2022 

 

1. Within the past 12 months, Banco BTG Pactual S.A., its affiliates or subsidiaries has received compensation for investment banking services from this company/entity. 

2. Banco BTG Pactual S.A, its affiliates or subsidiaries expect to receive or intend to seek compensation for investment banking services and/or products and services other than investment 
services from this company/entity within the next three months. 

4. This company/entity is, or within the past 12 months has been, a client of Banco BTG Pactual S.A., and investment banking services are being, or have been, provided. 

6. Banco BTG Pactual S.A. and/or its affiliates receive compensation for any services rendered or presents any commercial relationships with this company, entity or person, entities or funds which 
represents the same interest of this company/entity. 

10. Banco BTG Pactual S.A., its affiliates or subsidiaries makes a market in the securities of this company. 

18. As of the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this report, neither Banco BTG Pactual S.A. nor its affiliates or subsidiaries beneficially own 1% or more of any class 
of common equity securities 

19. Neither Banco BTG Pactual S.A. nor its affiliates or subsidiaries have managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the company within the past 12 months. 

20. Neither Banco BTG Pactual S.A. nor its affiliates or subsidiaries engaged in market making activities in the subject company's securities at the time this research report was published. 

21. Banco BTG Pactual S.A. or its affiliates or subsidiaries have not received compensation for investment banking services from the companies in the past 12 months 

22. Banco BTG Pactual S.A. or its affiliates or subsidiaries do not expect to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the companies within the next 3 months.   

 
For a complete set of disclosure statements associated with the companies discussed in this report, including information on valuation and risk, please access the BTG 
Pactual research website at www.btgpactual.com/research/Disclaimers/Overview.aspx  
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This report has been prepared by Banco BTG Pactual S.A. (“BTG Pactual S.A.”), a Brazilian regulated bank. BTG Pactual S.A. is the responsible for the distribution of this report in Brazil. BTG 
Pactual US Capital LLC (“BTG Pactual US”), a broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority and the 
Securities Investor Protection Corporation is distributing this report in the United States. BTG Pactual US is an affiliate of BTG Pactual S.A. BTG Pactual US assumes responsibility for this research 
for purposes of U.S. law. Any U.S. person receiving this report and wishing to effect any transaction in a security discussed in this report should do so with BTG Pactual US at 212-293-4600, 601 
Lexington Ave. 57th Floor, New York, NY 10022. 

This report is being distributed in the United Kingdom and elsewhere in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) by BTG Pactual (UK) Limited (“BTG Pactual UK”), which is authorized and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority of the United Kingdom. BTG Pactual UK has not: (i) produced this report, (ii) substantially altered its contents, (iii) changed the direction of the recommendation, or 
(iv) disseminated this report prior to its issue by BTG Pactual US. BTG Pactual UK does not distribute summaries of research produced by BTG Pactual US.  

BTG Pactual Chile S.A. Corredores de Bolsa (“BTG Pactual Chile”), formerly known as Celfin Capital S.A. Corredores de Bolsa, is a Chilean broker dealer registered with Comisión para el Mercado 
Financiero (CMF) in Chile and responsible for the distribution of this report in Chile and BTG Pactual Perú S.A. Sociedad Agente de Bolsa (“BTG Pactual Peru”), formerly known as Celfin Capital 
S.A. Sociedad Agente e Bolsa, registered with Superintendencia de Mercado de Valores (SMV) de Peru is responsible for the distribution of this report in Peru. BTG Pactual Chile and BTG Pactual 
Peru acquisition by BTG Pactual S.A. was approved by the Brazilian Central Bank on November 14th, 2012.  

BTG Pactual S.A. Comisionista de Bolsa (“BTG Pactual Colombia”) formerly known as Bolsa y Renta S.A. Comisionista de Bolsa, is a Colombian broker dealer register with the Superintendencia 
Financeira de Colombia and is responsible for the distribution of this report in Colombia. BTG Pactual Colombia acquisition by BTG Pactual S.A. was approved by Brazilian Central Bank on 
December 21st, 2012. 

BTG Pactual Argentina is a broker dealer (Agente de Liquidación y Compensación y Agente de Negociación Integral ) organized and regulated by Argentinean law, registered with the Exchange 
Commission of Argentina (Comisión Nacional de Valores) under license Nro. 720 and responsible for the distribution of this report in Argentina. Additionally, the Brazilian Central Bank approved the 
indirect controlling participation of Banco BTG Pactual S.A. in BTG Pactual Argentina on September 1st, 2017.   

References herein to BTG Pactual include BTG Pactual S.A., BTG Pactual US Capital LLC, BTG Pactual UK, BTG Pactual Chile and BTG Pactual Peru and BTG Pactual Colombia and BTG 
Pactual Argentina as applicable. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. This report is not directed at you if BTG Pactual is prohibited or 
restricted by any legislation or regulation in any jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy yourself before reading it that BTG Pactual is permitted to provide research material 
concerning investments to you under relevant legislation and regulations. Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is 
suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an 
advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation, offer, invitation or inducement to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. Prices in this report are 
believed to be reliable as of the date on which this report was issued and are derived from one or more of the following: (i) sources as expressly specified alongside the relevant data; (ii) the quoted 
price on the main regulated market for the security in question; (iii) other public sources believed to be reliable; or (iv) BTG Pactual's proprietary data or data available to BTG Pactual. All other 
information herein is believed to be reliable as of the date on which this report was issued and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. No representation or warranty, either 
express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein, except with respect to information concerning Banco BTG Pactual S.A., its 
subsidiaries and affiliates, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. In all cases, investors should conduct their 
own investigation and analysis of such information before taking or omitting to take any action in relation to securities or markets that are analyzed in this report. BTG Pactual does not undertake 
that investors will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise 
prudence in making their investment decisions. BTG Pactual accepts no fiduciary duties to recipients of this report and in communicating this report is not acting in a fiduciary capacity. The report 
should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Opinions, estimates, and projections expressed herein constitute the current judgment of the analyst 
responsible for the substance of this report as of the date on which the report was issued and are therefore subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by 
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their respective directors, employees or agents, accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this report. Notwithstanding any other statement in this report, 
BTG Pactual UK does not seek to exclude or restrict any duty or liability that it may have to a client under the “regulatory system” in the UK (as such term is defined in the rules of the Financial 
Conduct Authority). Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other instruments. There is no representation that any 
transaction can or could have been effected at those prices and any prices do not necessarily reflect BTG Pactual internal books and records or theoretical model-based valuations and may be 
based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions, by BTG Pactual S.A., BTG Pactual US, BTG Pactual UK, BTG Pactual Chile and BTG Pactual Peru and BTG Pactual Colombia and BTG 
Pactual Argentina or any other source, may yield substantially different results. This report may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without 
the prior written consent of BTG Pactual and BTG Pactual accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. Additional information relating to the financial instruments 
discussed in this report is available upon request. BTG Pactual and its affiliates have in place arrangements to manage conflicts of interest that may arise between them and their respective clients 
and among their different clients. BTG Pactual and its affiliates are involved in a full range of financial and related services including banking, investment banking and the provision of investment 
services. As such, any of BTG Pactual or its affiliates may have a material interest or a conflict of interest in any services provided to clients by BTG Pactual or such affiliate. Business areas within 
BTG Pactual and among its affiliates operate independently of each other and restrict access by the particular individual(s) responsible for handling client affairs to certain areas of information where 
this is necessary in order to manage conflicts of interest or material interests. Any of BTG Pactual and its affiliates may: (a) have disclosed this report to companies that are analyzed herein and 
subsequently amended this report prior to publication; (b) give investment advice or provide other services to another person about or concerning any securities that are discussed in this report, 
which advice may not necessarily be consistent with or similar to the information in this report; (c) trade (or have traded) for its own account (or for or on behalf of clients), have either a long or short 
position in the securities that are discussed in this report (and may buy or sell such securities), with the securities that are discussed in this report; and/or (d) buy and sell units in a collective 
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United Kingdom and EEA: Where this report is disseminated in the United Kingdom or elsewhere in the EEA by BTG Pactual UK, this report is issued by BTG Pactual UK only to, and is directed 
by BTG Pactual UK at, those who are the intended recipients of this report. This report has been classified as investment research and should not be considered a form of advertisement or financial 
promotion under the provisions of FSMA 2000 (Sect. 21(8)).This communication may constitute an investment recommendation under the Market Abuse Regulation 2016 (“MAR”) and, as required 
by MAR, the investment recommendations of BTG Pactual personnel over the past 12 months can be found by clicking on https://www.btgpactual.com/research/. Please also consult our website for 
all relevant disclosures of conflicts of interests relating to instruments covered by this report. While all reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information contained is not untrue or 
misleading at the time of publication, no representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness and it should not be relied upon as such. Past performances offer no guarantee as to future 
performances. All opinions expressed in the present document reflect the current context and which is subject to change without notice. 

Dubai: This research report does not constitute or form part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase, any securities or investment products in the UAE 
(including the Dubai International Financial Centre) and accordingly should not be construed as such. Furthermore, this information is being made available on the basis that the recipient 
acknowledges and understands that the entities and securities to which it may relate have not been approved, licensed by or registered with the UAE Central Bank, Emirates Securities and 
Commodities Authority or the Dubai Financial Services Authority or any other relevant licensing authority or governmental agency in the UAE. The content of this report has not been approved by or 
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 United Arab Emirates Residents: This research report, and the information contained herein, does not constitute, and is not intended to constitute, a public offer of securities in the United Arab 
Emirates and accordingly should not be construed as such. The securities are only being offered to a limited number of sophisticated investors in the UAE who (a) are willing and able to conduct an 
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